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VT Health Care Innovation Project  

Health Care Workforce Work Group Meeting Agenda 
Wednesday, June 8, 2016; 3:00-5:00pm 

EXE - 4th Floor Conf Room, Pavilion Building 
109 State St, Montpelier, VT 

Call-in Number: 1-877-273-4202; Conference ID: 420-323-867 

 
* Please note: for this discussion we will be focusing on Recommendations #7-17 of the Work Force Strategic Plan 
 

Item 
# 
 

Time 
Frame 

Topic Presenter Decision 
Needed? 

(Y/N) 

Relevant Attachments  

1 3:00-
3:05 

Welcome and Introductions  Robin Lunge N • Attachment 1: 6-8-16 Meeting Agenda 

2 3:05-
3:10 

Approval of Meeting Minutes Robin Lunge Y • Attachment 2: 4-6-16 Meeting Minutes 

3 3:10- 

3:20 

Updates: 

- Demand Modeling update 

- Others? 

Robin Lunge 

Group Discussion 

N • Attachment 3 – Demand Modeling WFWG 
Timeline 

4 3:20- 

4:20 

Discussion: Work Force Supply Data – 
2014 Physician Assistant Survey Deep 
Dive 

Molly Backup 

Marge Bower 

Peggy Brozicevic 

Group Discussion 

N • Attachment 4 – PA Discussion Sub-
Agenda 

• 2014 Physician Assistant Survey High 
Level Report URL:  
http://healthvermont.gov/research/HlthCare
PrvSrvys/documents/pa14ppt.pdf  

• 2014 Physician Assistant Survey Statistical 
Report URL: 
http://healthvermont.gov/research/HlthCare
PrvSrvys/documents/PA14BK.PDF 

5 4:20-
4:55 

Discussion : Strategic Plan  

- Improving, Expanding and 
Populating the Educational 
Pipeline 

Robin Lunge 

Group Discussion 

N • Attachment 5 - Strategic Plan Priorities 
Matrix (Educational Pipeline)* 

6 4:55-
5:00 

Public Comment/Wrap Up/Next Steps Robin Lunge N  

http://healthvermont.gov/research/HlthCarePrvSrvys/documents/pa14ppt.pdf
http://healthvermont.gov/research/HlthCarePrvSrvys/documents/pa14ppt.pdf
http://healthvermont.gov/research/HlthCarePrvSrvys/documents/PA14BK.PDF
http://healthvermont.gov/research/HlthCarePrvSrvys/documents/PA14BK.PDF
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Vermont Health Care Innovation Project  

Workforce Work Group Meeting Minutes 
 

Pending Work Group Approval 
 

 
Date of meeting: Wednesday, April 6, 2016, 3:00-5:00pm, 4th Floor Conf Room, Pavilion Building, 109 State Street, Montpelier. 

Agenda Item Discussion  Next Steps 
1. Welcome and 
Introductions  

Robin Lunge called the meeting to order at 3:00pm. A roll call attendance was taken and a quorum was present.   

2. Approval of 
February, 2016 
Meeting Minutes  

Mat Barewicz moved to approve by exception the minutes from the February 2016 meeting. Jay Ramsey seconded the 
motion. The minutes from February were approved with the following abstentions: David Adams, Rick Barnett, Beth 
Tanzman.  

 

4. Discussion: 
Workforce Supply 
Data Proposal – 
Next Steps 

Change to accommodate Dawn Philibert, who needed to testify at the legislature at 3:30pm.  
 
Dawn Philibert provided a follow up from February meeting, and a proposal:  

- In February, the group proposed to look at supply data from VDH, which currently only reports on what is 
analyzed, and does not have a process to draw conclusions from data to guide planning/policy 
development. Original proposal was to form subgroup to meet in odd-number months to examine the 
data by profession, but concerns about workload/burden of this, and whether it would lead to rapid 
analysis and response.  

- Current, revised proposal is to create a permanent agenda item to examine health department data, to 
speak about the demand side of the workforce equation (eventually incorporating demand model 
projections), and to come up with targeted professions that the group is most concerned about. Currently, 
no formalized structure exists to discuss demand, supply, and the state of the state’s healthcare 
workforce, and this would create that opportunity. 

 
The group discussed the following:  
 
It was asked who would be in charge of structuring the data that would be presented. It will be something for the 

Staff to 
follow up 
and see what 
pipeline 
information 
is available, 
in terms of 
data/numbe
rs – current 
numbers of 
students in 
each 
profession/i
n training 
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Agenda Item Discussion  Next Steps 
group to decide, but suggested that the group could work in the sequence of the current relicensure schedule 
(professions are relicensed every two years in sequence). It was also suggested that a subgroup may be appropriate for 
helping to set up this work group process.  
 
Mary Val thanked Dawn for her proposal, stating that the group could develop a schedule to be aware of who was 
currently being relicensed and could be discussed at upcoming meetings, with additional subject matter experts 
(example of PAs: could bring in PA educators, providers employers of PAs, etc, to get full picture).  
 
Paul Bengtson asked about FTE maps and why they remain static year after year, though there seems to be geographic 
maldistribution. Further discussion of this tabled until strategic plan portion of agenda.  
 
Peggy Brozicevic and John Olson gave an update on current workforce supply data initiatives at VDH. The following 
were discussion points for this topic: 
 

- Licensing boards were mandated by legislature to collect relicensure data beginning in April, 2013. 
- Minimum data sets are tweaked for different professions in an attempt to streamline them where they are 

not consistent. 
- A challenge has been to design surveys for professions that had not previously been surveyed, and on 

which little information had previously been collected by the state. 
- All licensed professions and relicensed on a two-year cycle, and tight deadlines in place to ensure 

relicensing schedule is adhered to. Follow up for missing data/providers is conducted by OPR (formerly 
conducted by VDH).  

- Detailed statistical reports are available on a rolling basis for dentists, PAs, and MDs, with more summary 
level detail in summary reports published on VDH website. 

- Data will be published in next year on psychologists, LNAs, dental hygienists/assistants, NPs, and 
acupuncturists, though this information will be in form of data briefs due to substantial amount of missing 
data for these datasets. 

- Current uses for data include assessment and planning, determining federal shortage designations, and 
prioritizing incentives for state/federal loan repayment program. 

 
Discussion: 
Rick Barnett asked if DVHA has access to some of this information, as it is tied to reimbursement rates. If providers are 
dropping out of Medicaid and not taking new Medicaid patients into panel, this should be taken into consideration 
when setting reimbursement rates.  
 
Next Steps: 

- The work group will discuss at next meeting what kind of data will be helpful to have during discussion of 
this standing agenda item. 
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Agenda Item Discussion  Next Steps 
- June meeting will be pilot to discuss PAs, and Molly Backup to arrange for other PA subject matter experts 

to be present. 
- Co-chairs, staff to coordinate with Molly/VDH for this portion of meeting. 

3. Updates In interest of time, staff will send out email updates after the meeting. Staff to send 
group email 
with updates 

5. Discussion: 
Barriers to Licensure 
– Mental 
Health Clinicians 

Bryan Hallett presented about regulatory practices in Vermont and other states for mental health clinicians: 
 

- Began with questions about the state of mental health in VT (specifically the Northeast Kingdom), where 
we are and where we’re going. 

- Focus has been on individuals receiving masters level degrees and having trouble obtaining supervisory 
relationships. Have identified several barriers to this relationship in Vermont.  

- Lack of clarity on how to engage in supervisory role, especially from a legal standpoint. Many potential 
supervisors are told to have legal representation, and one current goal is to help potential supervisors seek 
this role without fear of legal ramifications. 

- Third party clinical supervision is common, but comes at expense of supervisee, and is prohibited by some 
states, such as NH. 

- Ideal place to get supervision in Vermont is through the Designated Agencies. However, the DAs are being 
seen as a training ground, and are experiencing a high level of turnover (detailed further in white paper 
from VT Care Partners).  

- One short term goal to aim for includes creating a culture of supervision, such as in Connecticut’s model. 
- One large regulatory barrier in VT relates to section 4.1.1 administrative rule, excluding individuals from 

supervising to avoid potential financial conflicts of interest (for example, sole practitioners cannot take on 
supervisees), which is not consistent with neighboring states. 

 
Discussion:  
 
Larry Novens stated that more perspective was needed before this group issued a recommendation. In last three 
years, 369 mental health counselors/psychologists/social workers were licensed, and all were able to find supervision. 
Additionally, there is a provision where professions can come to OPR and ask for assistance, but to date no one has 
come forward. Furthermore, rationale for exclusion of some supervisors is ethical – “dual” relationship between 
supervisor (employer) and supervisee (employee) – wearing different hats. Need more information before we take 
next steps. 
 
Molly Backup stated that many practitioners are taking supervision in area other than preferred specialty in order to 

 
Staff to draft 
letter to 
governor 
encouraging 
support for 
2% Medicaid 
increase 
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Agenda Item Discussion  Next Steps 
satisfy requirements for practice, but end up having less supervision than they feel they need. Supervisors are 
overwhelmed and cannot give the level of supervision necessary. 
 
The work group recognizes this as an important issue and request to be updated on how the board of Mental Health 
Workers proceeds 
 
Molly Backup moved that group should send a letter to the governor encouraging him to support the 2% increase in 
Medicaid funding for designated agencies that is included in the House passed budget. The group is concerned about 
access to mental health care caused by a lack of workforce supply and retention issues, which this funding increase 
would help to alleviate. Madeleine Mongan seconded, and the motion passed with the following abstentions: Robin 
Lunge, Monica Light, Jay Ramsey, Mat Barewicz, Beth Tanzman. 
 
Next steps: staff to draft a letter and circulate to work group for approval. 
 

6. Discussion: 
Strategic Plan – 
Improving, 
Expanding, and 
Populating the 
Educational Pipeline 

Discussion on this agenda item focused on Recommendation #7 in the Work Force Strategic Plan (preparing students 
for practice in a health care reform environment through post-secondary curriculum redesign):  
 

- Mary Val Palumbo provided an update on UVM’s initiatives in nurses pursuing baccalaureate-level 
degrees; interprofessional practice (gave example of SBIRT), noted that interprofessional practice 
curriculum difficult to coordinate due to number of different professions and differing 
schedules/demands; and Future of Nursing Grant  

- Wade Carson noted that radiation department at UVM is involved with this topic, and is working with CCV 
on direct admissions transfers to UVM College of Health Sciences, and that there is discussion throughout 
the college on pursuing interdisciplinary education.  

- Janet Kahn added that there will be a minor to starting in Fall 2017, pertaining to the national center for 
integrative primary care course – foundations in integrative primary care.  

- Nicole LaPointe noted that AHEC has added elements to competencies in interprofessional team based 
practice. (post-secondary). 

 

7. Public Comment, 
Wrap-Up, Next 
Steps, Future 
Agenda Topics  

There was no public comment.  
 
Next Meeting: June 8, 2016, 3:00-5:00pm, 4th Floor Conf Room, Pavilion Building, 109 State Street, Montpelier. 

 

 





Attachment 3 – Demand 
Modeling WFWG Timeline



Demand Modeling + WFWG Project 
Activities 

Calendar Year 2016 

May June July August Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Project Kick-Off 
x 

Preliminary Demand Projections 
x 

Productivity Surveys 
x x 

Refined Demand Projections x 

Draft Demand Projections Report 
x 

Final Demand Projections Report 
x 



Attachment 4 – PA Discussion 
Sub-Agenda
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VT Health Care Innovation Project  

Health Care Workforce Work Group Physician Assistant Deep Dive Sub-Agenda 
Wednesday, June 8, 2016; 3:20-4:20pm 

 
 Item 

# 
 

Time 
Frame 

Topic Presenter 

4.1 3:20-
3:30 

Data Discussion: examine, review, discuss the 2014 Physician Assistant 
data 

Group Discussion 

4.2 3:30-
3:40 

High-level presentation on physician assistants: education, national growth 
trends, physician assistant activity in Vermont 

Marge Bower 

4.3 3:40- 

3:45 

Physician Assistant Demand in Vermont – group stakeholders to share 
relevant information regarding demand for PAs in Vermont 

Mat Barewicz, Stephanie Pagliuca, Paul Bengtson 

 

4.4 3:45- 

4:15 

Discussion: how can we utilize this data to help increase access to 
Physician Assistants in Vermont’s primary care setting? 

Marge Bower 

Molly Backup 

Group Discussion 

4.5 4:15-
4:20 

Wrap up/next steps  



Attachment 5 - Strategic Plan Priorities Matrix 
(Educational Pipeline)*



Who has been 
working on it

Contact person or 
entity (primary 
responsiblity) W

FW
G 

/
O
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er

Tasks (pending and ongoing) Tasks (completed) Progress
Timeline or due 

date
Questions/Comments Co

st
(L

ow
, M

od
, H

ig
h)

Pr
io

rit
y

RECOMMENDATIONS: IMPROVING, EXPANDING AND POPULATING THE EDUCATIONAL PIPELINE

Recommendation #7:  The state college system, including the University of Vermont College of Medicine 
and the Residency Program at UVM MC Fletcher Allen Health Care ,  UVM CNHS,  should prepare health 
care profession students for practice in a health care reform environment (as called for by, for example, 
IOM, Blueprint for Health, ACO initiatives, and Act 48) through post-secondary curriculum redesign.

Many: UVM-OPC, 
AHEC

Little progress to date: the work group 
should coordinate a meeting with 

these stakeholders (see Tasks column), 
and identify a contact from the 

technical school system.

1. Potential curricular redesign could include:  emphasis on 
population management, interprofessional practice
2. This curricular redesign should also include nursing and 
social work.

low LOW

WFWG
7.1. Workgroup should coordinate DOE/DOL/VSC to 
attend a work group meeting and speak about their top 
priorities and activities around this recommendation.

Little progress: work group to convene 
stakeholders

Late 2015

WFWG
7.2. Workgroup should identify a contact from the 
technical school system

No progress: staff/co-chairs to identify 
contact Q3 2015

Recommendation #8: The Department  Agency  of Education ,  VSC system, and  the UVM and Regional 
AHEC Programs should coordinate activities which increase student enrollment in AHEC health career 
awareness programs and expose students to health care careers through hands on experiences through 
programs which promote internships, externships and job placements with health profession 
organizations

AHEC (to lead), AOE, 
UVM, VSC

Some progress has been made, but 
more cordination between 

stakeholders is needed to maximize 
resources, in current fiscally 

constrained environment

1. AHEC programs with middle and high schools
2. MedQuest
3. CollegeQuest, AHEC HCOP; C-SHIP,
4. Future of Nursing grant
5. Current programs are limited by funding; there is room 
for expansion of these and new programs
6. See proposal to WFWG Committee from NVAHEC re: 
CollegeQuest (Jan, 2014)

low LOW

WFWG

8.1. Workgroup discussion needed re how to narrow 
this to doable tasks. (Stakeholders should maximize 
existing resources and focus on coordination in the 
event that funds for new programs is not available.)

No progress: work group discussion 
needed

Late 2015

Recommendation #9: The Department  Agency  of Education should accelerate efforts to align secondary 
education coursework with skills necessary for entry into the field of health care and to define career 
paths in terms of post-secondary education requirements. These efforts should consider coursework 
offered K-12. AOE Tom Alderman

No progress to date: work group 
should receive update from groups 

below MOD

WFWG
9.1. Workgroup shall coordinate meeting from AOE to 
give Workgroup a sense of DOE's short and long-term 
plans on this topic

No progress to date: work group to 
convene meeting for AOE to give 

status report.
Late 2015

Who from AOE would be suitable to give this update? Tom 
Alderman? 

WFWG
9.2. Workgroup needs an update re flexible pathways 
and personal learning plans in Act 77. 

No progress: who should give this 
update?

Late 2015/Early 
2016

Who should give this update?

Recommendation #10: The Department  Agency  of Education, Department of Labor and the UVM and 
Regional AHEC Programs should develop continuing education opportunities for guidance counselors to 
better prepare them to assist students considering a career in health care. AOE, DOL, UVM, AHEC

WFWG 

COMPLETED: AHEC outreach to guidance 
counselors.  Promotion of AHEC programs 
and www.vthealthcareers.org, and 
October as Health Care Careers Awareness 
Month.  AHEC has reached out to VT 
guidance counselors' association and 
offered presentations for in-service days 
and/or conferences. 

Considerable progress has been made: 
AHEC conducts ongoing outreach to 
guidance counselors through its 
website and presentations

1. Guidance counselors have been added as a specific target 
for HCOP grant under review (announcement expected fall 
2015)

low LOW

Recommendation #11:  Vermont state colleges and tech centers  should develop career ladders by 
facilitating enrollment of Vermont students into health care educational programs. Strategies include but 
are not limited to articulation agreements and dual enrollment.

VT State Colleges, 
AHEC Nsg

Nancy Shaw, MV 
Palumbo

COMPLETED: Future of Nursing State 
Implementation Program Grant (11/13-
10/15).
COMPLETED: Community Health Worker 
certification being considered by Center on 
Aging.

Some progress to date: see completed 
tasks; work group to strategize on how 

to move forward on this 
recommendation.

Include the ed centers.  Career ladders need to link to 
workforce needs…

Marketing 
plan - Mod 

cost

WFWG
11.1. Workgroup discussion regarding developing 
specific tasks--what shortage or problem are we trying 
to solve?

No progress: work group needs to 
have discussion

Q4 2015/Q1 
2016

New Proposed Sub-recommendation  #11a:  Hospitals and FQHCs should identify opportunities for joint 
continuing education that could take place through the state college and University of Vermont 
educational system. This could include, but not be limited to, identifying the needs of employees for 
training and communicate/coordinate on a regular basis.

Hospital associations, 
home health, DOL, 

DOE Paul Bengtson
No progress to date: this is a new 

recommendation.

WFWG

11a.1. Workgoup discussion regarding developing 
specific tasks--note that we already have a continuing 
education system that offers training to a wide variety 
of audiences. What are the specific unmet needs? No progress to date: work group 

needs to have discussion

Q4 2015/Q1 
2016



Recommendation #12:  Vermont higher education institutions  state colleges and the Fletcher Allen 
Medical Residency program should evaluate the potential to expand enrollment in health profession 
education, training and residency programs.

UVM, VT 
State/Community 

Colleges

Progress has bee made in the 
following areas/activities: 
1. previous work exploring rural 
residency in NEK
2. New FM residency in Plattsburg
3. PA program in Rutland College of St. 
Joseph
4. Grant opportunity for NP residency 
in Rutland?

1.This is an ongoing needs assessment with a high degree of 
complexity
2. Expansion of PA/NP programs lead to competition for 
preceptors.

low MOD

WFWG 12.1. Monitor progress of stakeholders

Some progress to date - this is an 
ongoing, complex task (see Progress 
column above for list of initiatives to 

date)

Ongoing

Recommendation #13:  Vermont higher education institutions  should evaluate the potential to create 
abbreviated education and training programs.

VT State 
Colleges/UVM Nancy Shaw, MVP

No progress to date: work group staff 
to research what other areas around 

country are doing, and coordinate with 
VSC contact.

 How to push discussion about undergrad work in less than 
4 years?  Med school in less than 4 years?  Innovate… 
Shorter programs, infuse workforce more quickly, less ed 
debt (and also less reveue to the high ed institution).

WFWG
13.1. Workgroup staff to research and find examples 
from around the country, to inform Vermont No progress to date: work group staff 

to research.
Q3/Q4 2015

Recommendation #14: Vermont higher education institutions  should make easier the transition of health 
career students and their existing academic credits from one state college to another.

VT State 
Colleges/UVM Nancy Shaw, MVP

Some progress: barriers to credit 
transfer and transition of students 
have been identified, but further 

coordination and communication is 
needed in order to develop concrete 

next steps.

1. Are there specific examples where this is not working?

WFWG
14.1. Future of Nursing Grant - Academic Progression 
barriers, challenges, and incentives are being studied Some progress: grant is studying 

barriers/challenges/incentives.

Recommendation #15:  Within each Vermont state college, departments should collaborate to develop 
coursework where health care profession students can be educated together, allowing for 
interdisciplinary learning.

VT State 
Colleges/UVM

Nancy Shaw; Mary 
Val Palumbo

1. College of Nursing & Health Sciences (Palumbo IPP HRSA 
grant 2013-16)
2. IPE Task Force in College of Medicine (Jan 2014)
3. SAMHSA grant (UVM Kessler)  Also online learning and 
distance learning opps.

WFWG 15.1. Discussion re any tasks for Workgroup?
No progress: work group should 

discuss its role in this 
recommendation.

Q4 2015

Recommendation #16:  The Department of Labor in collaboration with the UVM and Regional AHEC 
Programs should expand programming of its Regional Career Centers to include guidance and counseling 
for individuals seeking to pursue a career in health care. DOL, UVM, AHEC Mat Barewicz

WFWG
16.1. Workgroup to invite representative from DOL to 
inform the work group on initiatives at the RCCs on this 
topic

Some progress to date: staff has asked 
that WFWG DOL rep ask if someone 

could come to work group meeting to 
report on RCCs

Q3/Q4 2015

Recommendation #17:  State programs, such as those within the Department  Agency  of Education, 
Department of Labor, Refugee Resettlement Program and others should work with state colleges and 
Regional AHEC Programs to increase representation of disadvantaged and under-represented populations 
in health

AOE, DOL, AHEC, State 
Colleges Palumbo

Some progress has been made with 
Future of Nursing grant

WFWG
17.1. UVM Future of Nursing Grant (school outreach, 
LNA SL tutoring)

Some progress with FON grant  - 
should work group hear report from 

FON grant on status?
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